Board of Veterans' Appeals – Decisions

Board Appeals Decisions
(through 16 Feb 2020)

- **33,256** Goal
- **32,702** Goal

- **38,639** Decisions Signed
- **33,197** Decisions Signed

**FY 2020** | **FY 2019**

Decision Goal - The Board's goal for FY 2020 is 91,500 – 1,450 more decisions for Veterans than prior year.

The Board has signed 38,639 decisions through 16 February 2020; an 16.4% increase compared to same week last year. 38.4% into the year, and the Board has achieved 116.1% of its FYTD goal of signed decisions.
FY 2019 VS. FY 2020
QUARTERLY CUMULATIVE APPEALS DECISIONS

*Data is through February 16, 2020. Through this date the Board has 38,639 decisions signed.
Decision Goal Status

FY 2019 VS. FY 2020
QUARTERLY CUMULATIVE HEARINGS

Data is through February 16, 2020.